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The sweet pursuit Chapter 71-The woman named VIVI immediately 
exclaimed, “Feifei, that’s not the earring you just said you couldn’t find!” 

He Feifei rushed over angrily, casually picked up a glass of wine and poured it 
at Su Xi, “You turned out to be a thief!” 

Su Xi quickly took a hand, grabbed her wrist, raised it back, and the wine 
glass splashed towards He Feifei, but there was still some wine spilled out, 
splashed on her white T-shirt, like a drop of blood, quickly fainted. 

He Feifei was splashed on the face, her eyes widened, she showed a 
shocked expression, and screamed loudly. 

It was like a stab! 

Everyone was attracted by her call, and the banquet hall in front fell silent, and 
the man who was talking and drinking turned his head to look to this side. 

Mr. He immediately came over and exclaimed, “Feifei, what’s wrong?” 

He Feifei ran over, threw herself in her father’s arms, and cried aggrievedly, 
“Daddy, she stole my earrings and spilled me wine!” 
Mr. 
He’s face sank, and he glanced at Su Xi, “How is it possible, this young lady is 
the person brought by Shen Shao, how could she do this to plant three 
abuses?” 

He Feifei continued to cry, “Zhao Na saw it with her own eyes. 

Zhao Na stood next to her, as if she was more afraid than Su Xi, who was 
accused of being a thief, and shivered, “Yes, I saw the earrings fall out of her 
trouser pocket with my own eyes.” The 

other women helped one after another, and without evidence, they directly 
convicted Su Xi. 

Su Xi didn’t defend, just looked at Ling Jiuze who was looking towards this 
side, and said crisply, “Second uncle!” “ 

Second uncle? 



Everyone followed her gaze, and when they saw Ling Jiuze, everyone shut 
up, and the entire hall was silent. 

Ling Jiuze smiled three thin miles in his eyes, and walked to her side without 
hurry, his eyes were deep, as if he just knew that she was here, “Why are you 
here?” 

Su Xi’s voice was well-behaved, “I met Shen Ming on the road, and he 
brought me here.” 

Ling Jiuze looked down at her wine-stained clothes and frowned, “How did 
you get it?” 

Su Xi picked up the earrings on the ground and looked at the stupid Zhao Na 
and He Feifei, “They said I stole this earring” Ling Jiuze turned his head and 
asked Mr. He, “ 

What does Mr. He think?” Will my people steal your daughter’s earrings? My 

people? 

Others didn’t realize it, but Su Xi’s heart jumped. 

His long eyes did not show joy and anger, and his questioning voice was not 
too loud, but the air pressure around him was inexplicably low, which made 
people dare not come out. 

Mr. Ho said, “I don’t know she’s you, no, there must be a misunderstanding 
here.” Ling 

Jiuze was his most important guest, and the purpose of his cocktail party 
today was actually to participate in a project recently developed by the Ling 
family, but he didn’t expect that his daughter would actually mess with Ling 
Jiuze’s niece. 

Isn’t she Shen Ming’s girlfriend? 

No, her surname is Su, not Ling! 

But at this time, how dare he ask. 

Ling Jiuze looked at Zhao Na again, “You saw it with your own eyes?” 



Zhao Na’s scalp was numb, and she did not dare to nod or shake her head. 

Ling Jiuze took out his mobile phone and made a call out, “Find Mingyin, 
check the monitoring in the banquet hall, and see who stole the earrings.” 

“Yes!” Ming Zuo immediately responded. 

Mr. He hurriedly said, “President Ling doesn’t need to check, 
misunderstanding, this is a misunderstanding, it is definitely not your niece 
who stole it.” Ling 

Jiuze said lightly, “Let’s check it, so as not to be so unclear.” 

At this time, Shen Ming didn’t know where to come from, and asked with a 
smile, “What’s wrong?” 
Mr. 
He hurriedly grabbed Shen Ming and said in a low voice, “Shen Shao, you 
killed me, why didn’t you say that this Miss Su is President Ling’s niece?” ” 
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The sweet pursuit Chapter 72-Shen Ming chuckled, “Does it matter who she 
is?” What happened? 

Ling Jiuze looked cold and unpredictable, “Some people say that Su Xi stole 
something. 

Shen Ming looked at He Feifei, who was embarrassed, and his voice faded, 
“Miss He, I let you take care of Su Xi, and you take care of her like this?” Steal 
your earrings, why don’t you say steal your brain? Oh yes, you don’t have 
brains at all! 

He Feifei was scolded by Shen Ming like this in front of his father, and he 
didn’t dare to lose his temper at all, only crying in a low voice, “It was Zhao Na 
who said it, I don’t know.” 

Shen Ming questioned Zhao Na again, “You saw Su Xi steal the earrings with 
your own eyes?” 
Where 
could Zhao Na withstand the questioning of Ling Jiuze and Shen Ming, her 
lips trembled, and she only kept crying. 



Su Xi was silent and quietly watched Shen Ming act. 

Soon, the surveillance video was sent to Ling Jiuze’s mobile phone, Ling 
Jiuze looked down for a while, hooked his lips and smiled coldly, allowing 
people to project the surveillance video in the banquet hall. 

Soon everyone clearly saw that just now a group of women surrounded Su Xi, 
asking those ridiculous questions, when hearing the third question, Su Xi said 
the bag, Shen Ming “poofed” laughed, and others couldn’t help laughing 
A group of 
women whose faces were uglier than the other. 

After that, someone deliberately poured Su Xi wine, and when the chaos was 
in place, Zhao Na walked behind He Feifei. 

He Feifei quietly stuffed an object in her hand to Zhao Na, and the projection 
was magnified, and you could see that it was a ruby earring. 

Zhao Na deliberately showed favor to Su Xi, took out the earrings together 
when she took the wipes from her bag, held them in her left hand, and 
squatted down to polish Su Xi’s shoes while trying to secretly stuff the 
earrings into Su Xi’s trouser pocket. 

Su Xi noticed that she caught her, and she immediately screamed and framed 
the earrings for falling out of Su Xi’s trouser pocket. 

The whole process was clearly filmed by surveillance. 

It’s like acting in a drama, presenting everyone’s scheming and ugliness one 
by one. 

When watching the monitoring, He Feifei and Zhao Na had already changed 
their faces, from red to white, from white to blue, which was very exciting. 

Ling Jiuze turned off the projection, and his voice sank, as if he had quenched 
ice, “Mr. He, how do you say this?” 
Mr. He’s face turned pale, suddenly turned around, and slapped 
He Feifei’s face, “Messing with things, my face has been lost by you!” 

His face was fierce, not at all as elegant as before. 

He Feifei covered her face and cried. 



Mr. He looked at Zhao Na coldly again, “It must be you who instigated behind 
your back, get out, Feifei doesn’t have a friend like you!” 

Zhao Na was frightened, she came with He Feifei, she wanted to meet a few 
rich people through this kind of high-class banquet, but at this time her face 
was gone, and she didn’t dare to stay any longer, so she turned around and 
ran. 

Shen Ming came out to play the circle, “Forget it, fortunately, there is 
monitoring, and we are innocent.” I don’t think Miss He did it on purpose, she 
was just naughty for a while. 

He Feifei looked at Shen Ming with teary eyes, his eyes full of gratitude, 
thanking him for saying good things for himself at this time. 

I didn’t realize who had dug such a big hole for her. 

Mr. He also apologized to Ling Jiuze and Su Xi one after another, and he 
almost knelt down. 

Ling Jiuze kept his face calm and silent, lowered his head and asked Su Xi, 
“What do you think?” 

Su Xi stared into his eyes and said quietly, “So be it!” Zhao 

Na is the gun in He Feifei’s hand, and He Feifei is just Shen Ming’s gun, Ling 
Jiuze has already relieved her and is angry, she doesn’t have to hold on, let 
Ling Jiuze offend Mr. He, but let Shen Ming, the fox, watch the play behind. 

Mr. He immediately breathed a sigh of relief and hurriedly said to He Feifei, 
“Miss Su is well aware of the righteousness, and she doesn’t hurry up to thank 
you.” 

Even if He Feifei was reluctant, he had to make a bit of a low posture at this 
time, and whispered, “I’m sorry.” 

“You soiled Miss Su’s clothes and took Miss Su upstairs to change clothes.” 
Mr. Ho rebuked He Feifei again. 

He Feifei nodded with tears in her eyes and said in a low voice, “Miss Su 
follow me upstairs.” 

Ling Jiuze held Su Xi’s hand, “I’ll go with you.” 



Shen Ming looked at the hands held by the two, a little uncomfortable, 
squinted his eyes, and sneered silently. 
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The sweet pursuit Chapter 73-Going up to the second floor, He Feifei took the 
two into his cloakroom, opened the cabinet, took out a stack of clothes and 
put them on the sofa, and said in a low voice, “These clothes are not worn, 
Miss Su pick them herself.” 

“Hmm.” Su Xi nodded lightly. 

He Feifei did not dare to look at Ling Jiuze, glanced at Su Xi carefully, his 
eyes flickered, “Miss Su change her clothes, I’ll go out first.” 
After 
speaking, he lowered his head and hurriedly walked out. 

Ling Jiuze waited for the door to close, stepped forward, and picked a skirt 
from a push of clothes for Su Xi, “This one, I’ll wait for you outside.” 

He didn’t go out, just sat on the sofa outside the cloakroom, separated from 
the changing place by a curtain. 

Su Xi was not pretentious, turned around, and quickly changed her skirt. 

Ling Jiuze didn’t sleep well last night, and took advantage of this time to lean 
on the sofa and close his eyes to fake sleep, and soon, he heard the sound of 
the gauze curtain, and Su Xi came out, “Okay.” 

He slowly opened his eyes, and the girl had already changed her clothes and 
stood in front of him. 

He chose a long mixed-color dress, with a simple light gray upper body and a 
taupe base and a gray tulle covering. 

The skirt is very long, up to the ankle, covering Su Xi’s white shoes, lining the 
girl’s slender body delicately, and the soft color matching makes her have a 
more gentle and beautiful temperament. 

Ling Jiuze looked at her for two seconds, got up and walked over, raised his 
hand to pull off the black holster on her ponytail, and her black hair suddenly 
fell apart. 



Su Xi looked up in amazement. 

Ling Jiuze turned his head and picked on the dressing table next to him, 
chose a pearl hairpin, and slightly turned sideways to help Su Xi tie his hair. 

He crossed Su Xi’s shoulders with both hands, wrapped around her, and 
combed her hair with his five fingers. 

The two were very close, Su Xi bowed his head slightly, his nose almost 
touched his suit collar, and the familiar cold spring fragrance was between his 
noses. 

When the two were closer than this before, but the feeling seemed to be 
completely different, Su Xi seemed to hear his heartbeat, and all of a sudden, 
like hiding a rabbit inside, it desperately wanted to jump out. 

Inexplicably, she thought of his sentence again, my person… 

His long fingers slid across her scalp, and she seemed to be electrified, 
involuntarily tensing. 

Su Xi inhaled quietly, pretending to be calm, and asked, “Do you still comb 
your hair?” 

“My mother liked to pull her hair when she was younger, and my father would 
help her, and I watched it a few times on the side.” Ling Jiuze’s voice was as 
usual, not in a hurry. 

He tried twice, and successfully held Su Xi’s shoulder-length black hair with a 
hairpin and fixed it behind his head, without a trace of mess. 

Su Xi turned his head to look at the mirror, his eyes surprised. 

Ling Jiuze was also very satisfied with his work, and looked at the girl in the 
mirror, “Is it perfect?” 

Su Xi raised his eyebrows, a little playful, “Isn’t it because I look good?” Ling 

Jiuze stared at the mirror, the girl did not wear makeup, but her eyes were 
dark and clear, her long eyelashes were black and dense, her lips were pink 
and white, and she had a makeup. After the hair is pulled up, it reveals a 
slender snow-white neck, delicate collarbones, and a slender and well-
proportioned figure under the long skirt, and every place is just perfect. 



Ling Jiuze’s eyes deepened a little, and the corners of his lips hooked a three-
point light smile, blurring surprise and ridicule. 

The two looked at each other in the mirror for three seconds, Su Xi’s heart 
jumped, and his eyes turned around, “It’s time to go out!” 

She walked to the door first, heard Ling Jiuze follow behind, the moment her 
hand was on the doorknob, her shoulder was suddenly pressed down, and 
then she turned around on her shoulder and pushed her to the wall, and the 
man’s tall body pressed down and kissed her warm and soft lips. 

Su Xi didn’t have time to close his eyes, straight into his deep eyes, his eyes 
were like a deep sea abyss, and he couldn’t help but sink deep when he 
looked at it more. 

The man stared at her for a moment, and the kiss was eager and hot. 

Su Xi closed his eyes, put his hands against the wall, and involuntarily raised 
his head. 
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The sweet pursuit Chapter 74-The chatter and laughter of everyone on the 
first floor came in through the door, and the room was silent, Su Xi clearly 
heard the man’s breathing, and in an instant, the blood in her whole body 
surged and her heart beat faster. 

The wall on her back was cold, but her chest was hot, alternating hot and 
cold, making her feel unbearable for a while, and even breathing was a little 
difficult. 

The man finally stopped, the hand supporting the wall did not leave, leaned 
over her ear, his voice was dull, and he couldn’t distinguish between joy and 
anger, “At the critical time, the second uncle shouted to the point of pleasure.” 

Su Xi breathed low, knowing that the man would turn over the account. 

She didn’t know if he was angry, so she lowered her voice and said slowly, 
“Grandpa told me that when you encounter difficulties, there are shortcuts to 
take, so don’t be stubborn.” The 



man seemed to laugh lowly, his voice was neither hot nor cold, “Why don’t 
you look for Shen Ming?” 

Su Xi’s fingers gently pinched the corners of his clothes, “Don’t you see that 
he did it on purpose?” He was taking revenge on me. 

“If you know, why do you want to come with him?” 

“I owe him a favor.” 

Ling Jiuze looked down at the girl’s picturesque eyebrows, “Because of Li 
Rong’s affairs?” 

Su Xi looked up in amazement, “How do you know?” 
After 
saying that, she figured it out herself, she called him next to Lan Du that night, 
and he must have checked it later. 

Ling Jiuze only said in a deep voice, “Li Rong and those people won’t talk 
indiscriminately inside, and the police won’t be able to find you, so don’t worry 
about anything.” 

Su Xi reacted, it turned out that he had already done the aftermath for her, 
and the corners of his lips couldn’t help but curve slightly, and a warm color 
slipped in his eyes. 

Before she could speak, the man continued in her ear, “Stay away from Shen 
Ming, I don’t have the habit of sharing bed partners with others. 

Su Xi was stunned, her face was slightly stiff, and the warmth of the moment 
cooled down, like a handful of ice and snow stuffed into Roll’s heart, she said 
quietly, “I understand.” The 

curve of the corner of her mouth turned into self-deprecation, I don’t know 
what she was looking forward to just now, obviously they had agreed before, 
the two did not talk about money, did not talk about feelings, just to be happy. 

Ling Jiuze had already got up, his expression was as usual, his long eyes 
were still dark and deep, seemingly affectionate at a glance, but in fact there 
was calm and indifferent inside. 

“Get out.” The man said. 



Su Xi nodded slightly, turned around and opened the door and walked away. 

The two stayed inside for so long, no one dared to ask, not even a single 
doubtful look dared to show, only respectfully and humbly stepped forward to 
greet Ling Jiuze. 

The eyes of those women looking at Su Xi turned into jealousy, and their 
expressions were evasive and unnatural. 

Su Xi felt a little stuffy, went to the corridor alone to breathe, thinking of 
waiting and leaving. 

Who knew that there was already someone in the corridor, smoking against 
the wooden railing, it was Shen Ming. 

He heard the voice return, his gaze fell on Su Xi, and a hint of surprise slipped 
in the fox’s eyes, and he smiled and praised unabashedly, “It’s beautiful!” 

Su Xi’s face did not change color, and said quietly, “Your purpose has been 
achieved, can I go back?” 

Shen Ming extinguished the cigarette, leaned his back against the wooden 
railing, and said, “What’s the hurry, let’s talk.” 

Su Xi said, “We don’t have much to talk about. 

“Then let’s talk about you and Ling Jiuze.” Shen Ming raised his good-looking 
eyebrows, “What is your relationship?” 

Su Xi’s eyes were calm, “Didn’t you hear me call him second uncle?” 

Shen Ming laughed out loud, “Which uncle would watch his niece change 
clothes in the dressing room?” Stop lying to me, let me guess, you’re his 
lover? ” 
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The sweet pursuit Chapter 75-Su Xi didn’t speak, didn’t deny it, didn’t admit it, 
whatever Shen Ming thought. 



Shen Ming smiled casually and lazily, “Follow me, no matter how much money 
he gives you, I will give you double, and I will spoil you more, at least better 
than Ling Jiuze!” 

Su Xi’s eyes were slightly cold, “Are you very idle?” 

Shen Ming put away his smile and said seriously, “No, I’m very busy, and I 
usually work under a lot of pressure, so I always want to have some fun for 
myself.” For example, the woman who pried away Ling Jiuze. 

He laughed again, that evil laugh, “Last month, he snatched me a piece of 
land, if I snatch you away, does it count as a round?” 

Su Xi was a little impatient, “Don’t involve me in your affairs, the two of us are 
even.” 

Shen Ming smiled, “It’s only after the banquet is over, it’s not even now.” 
After 
that, he suddenly stepped forward and grabbed Su Xi’s wrist and dragged her 
towards the banquet hall. 

Su Xi struggled for a moment, lowered his voice and shouted, “Shen Ming, 
what do you want to do?” 

Shen Ming knew that she had kung fu, so he grabbed her hand hard and 
smiled back, “You’ll know soon.” The 

corridor and the banquet hall were only separated by a wall, and the two had 
already entered the banquet hall while talking, and Ling Jiuze slowly narrowed 
his long eyes when he saw the two people walking together. 

Shen Ming appeared with Su Xi like this, and the banquet hall slowly quieted 
down, and everyone watched without knowing why. 

Shen Ming brought Su Xi to the middle of the banquet hall, his hand kept 
holding Su Xi’s wrist, at this time he looked at her gently and said with a smile, 
“Solemnly introduce everyone, my girlfriend, Xixi.” 

He paused and looked at Ling Jiuze whose face sank, “She is also President 
Ling’s distant niece, please take care of you in the future.” 



Su Xi subconsciously looked up at Ling Jiuze and saw that there seemed to 
be a layer of ice under his eyes, and he looked at the two of them gloomily. 

Her heart sank, just now Ling Jiuze also warned her to stay away from Shen 
Ming, and before she walked out of this villa, she became Shen Ming’s 
“girlfriend”. 

Can she slap Shen Ming now to prove her innocence? 

Shen Ming clenched her wrist and looked at those stunned women, his smile 
remained unchanged, but his eyes were cold, “I left the words here today, who 
dares to bully her in the future while I am away, don’t blame me for having a 
bad temper!” The 

women who were embarrassed by Su Xi just now suddenly trembled, and 
everyone felt that Shen Ming’s words were said to themselves, especially the 
one named VIVI, and his whole face turned white. 

He looked at Su Xi with jealousy and jealousy. 

Shen Ming is famous, but he has never officially admitted to dating any 
woman, and today, in front of so many people, he said that Su Xi was his 
girlfriend. 

Of course, this is what the women think, and what the men think is, is the 
Shen family going to marry the Ling family? 

Su Xi looked at him, gritted his teeth and whispered, “What are you making a 
fuss about?” 

Shen Ming looked at her eyes for a moment, his face full of pampering, “Don’t 
be shy, sooner or later it will be public!” 

Su Xi wanted to burst his head and let people publicly see if he had in his 
head? 

Ling Jiuze had already walked over, his eyes condensed, staring at Su Xi, 
“When is it?” 

Su Xi’s face turned pale, and he wanted to break free from Shen Ming’s hand, 
but he gripped it tighter. 



Shen Ming smiled lightly and spoke, “Xixi’s face is thin, I’m embarrassed to tell 
you.” 

Ling Jiuze seemed to be smiling, and his voice was cold, “Then Shen is going 
to change his words with Su Xi.” 

Shen Ming’s eyes were evil, and he dragged Su Xi closer to his side, “On the 
day of the engagement, it’s never too late to change.” 

“Engaged?” Ling Jiuze’s eyes sank a little more, “Is the development a little 
faster?” The 

entire banquet hall was silent, only Ling Jiuze and Shen Ming were talking, 
both of them had a smile on their faces, as if they were talking about family 
affairs, but somehow, everyone only felt that the surrounding air seemed to be 
solidified, and the atmosphere did not dare to breathe. 
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The sweet pursuit Chapter 76-Shen Ming glanced at Su Xi fondly, “If you have 
a good relationship, it will naturally go a long way, right?” 

Su Xi wanted to kick him a thousand miles away. 

Ling Jiuze glanced at the hands that the two were still holding together, “In 
that case, then I will take Su Xi back to have a good talk.” 

He looked at Su Xi, “Go back and say!” 

Su Xi took the opportunity to take a step forward, broke away from Shen 
Ming’s hand, and looked docile and well-behaved, “Second uncle.” 

Ling Jiuze glanced at her and turned to bid farewell to Mr. He. 

Mr. He hurriedly said, “President Ling doesn’t have to be polite, it’s still 
important for the child’s marriage.” 

Ling Jiuze still hooked the corners of his lips, but the dark color under his eyes 
was a little heavier, and without saying a word, he turned around and walked 
out. 

Su Xi immediately followed. 



Ling Jiuze drove by himself, Su Xi went to the back seat, and before he went 
up, he saw Ling Jiuze glancing over with cold eyes, “Take the co-driver.” 

Su Xi took a deep breath, opened the co-pilot’s door and went up. 

As soon as she fastened her seat belt, the car slammed out, and then with a 
beautiful drift, she went out of the gate of the villa and onto the asphalt. 

Waiting for the speed of the car to stabilize, Su Xi spoke, “Shen Ming did it on 
purpose. 

“Hmm.” The man looked ahead, Jun couldn’t see the emotion on his face, and 
only said lightly, “I know.” 

Su Xi knew that the man was angry, but it had nothing to do with being 
jealous, nor did it have anything to do with feelings, but he and Shen Ming 
were enemies in the mall, and now Shen Ming was provoking him. 

Any man will be angry, this is the man’s possessiveness. 

Su Xi knew that it was useless to say anything at this time, because Ling 
Jiuze understood. 

She simply stopped explaining, looked at the scenery outside the window for a 
while, and slowly closed her eyes. 

Today and Saturday, there was a lot of traffic on the road, and it took an hour 
from the villa from the city, and when the car stopped at the imperial court, it 
was already evening, and it was about to get dark immediately. 

Ling Jiuze entered the elevator with a calm face. 

The elevator went all the way up, stopped on the 31st floor, and the two 
walked out one after the other. 

Opening the door and entering, Su Xi just walked into the door, the wooden 
door behind her slammed shut, and then the man pressed her against the wall 
and kissed her hard. 

He pressed her shoulder and kissed her heavily on the lips. 

Su Xi did not have the slightest warmth in his eyes, only coldness, and turned 
his head to dodge. 



Under the dim light, the man’s eyes were cold, “Why, do you really like Shen 
Ming?” 

Su Xi looked at him lightly, “Ling Jiuze, we are together to make each other 
happy, and I am not a tool for you to vent your anger.” The 

man’s gaze was shocked, as if he suddenly realized something at this 
moment, he gradually calmed down, and the anger in his eyes also turned into 
the usual calm and indifference. 

He was silent for a moment, pressed her palm up, ran his fingers over her 
face, and said in a deep voice, “I’m sorry.” 

Su Xi lowered his eyes, “I am also wrong in today’s matter, and I will not be in 
the future.” Seeing 

Shen Ming again, she will be far away, if he provokes her again, she will beat 
him! 

Looking at the girl’s meek and soft appearance, the man’s heart seemed to be 
flicked by something, some itchy, some soft, he lowered his head again, and 
kissed her softly at the corner of her lips, “I apologize for the loss of control 
just now, but now, I want you!” ” 
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The sweet pursuit Chapter 77-After he finished speaking, he couldn’t help but 
pry her lips open and kiss it, only this time it was not as rough as just now, but 
gently asked her to respond, considerately taking care of her feelings. 

Again and again, he probed deep into her lips and teeth, like a gentleman 
inviting a woman to a dance at a banquet. 

Su Xi was originally still as calm as water, but he couldn’t resist his gentle 
invitation, his body gradually softened, and he couldn’t help but start 
responding. 

As soon as she responded, he immediately entangled, dancing not an elegant 
waltz, but a fiery intimate jazz. 



It was getting dark little by little, and the whole room fell into a deep twilight, 
sensing that Su Xi was emotional, Ling Jiuze picked her up horizontally and 
strode in the direction of lying on her side. 

Putting Su Xi on the bed, Ling Jiuze was not in a hurry. 

He used a meal time to give Su Xi a rich pre-dinner dessert, Su Xi was 
originally sweet, but for the first time she knew that no matter how sweet the 
pastry could not fill her stomach, it made her hungrier. 

Ling Jiuze did not hide his intentions, only waiting for her to beg him. 

As soon as Su Xi spoke, he immediately surrendered, and he couldn’t wait. 

When the girl held her breath, Ling Jiuze pressed down and said in a dumb 
voice, “Little girl, don’t eat secretly, I’ll give you any big meal.” 

Su Xi’s eyes were covered with a layer of water mist, and soon crashed into 
ripples and scattered. 

…… 

When Su Xi woke up, the room was dark, and she was the only one on the 
bed, she looked at the time, and it was half past twelve at night. 

She had only slept for two hours. 

Thirsty, Su Xi put on clothes and got out of bed, and went to the kitchen to find 
water to drink. 

Entering the living room, Su Xi was stunned and turned his head to look at the 
balcony. 

In front of the railing stood a tall figure, his fingertips twinkling with stars, like 
shooting stars sliding down the sky. 

The sky was gloomy, the living room did not turn on the lights, and it was dark 
outside, and the man’s figure was tall and inexplicably lonely. 

Su Xi walked over, stood beside him, turned his eyes and asked, “Why don’t 
you sleep yet?” 



Her voice was a little hoarse, making the man’s eyes darken, but her voice 
was calm, “Can’t sleep.” 

Su Xi raised his eyebrows unexpectedly, “Do you have insomnia?” 

He took a puff of his cigarette and said quietly, “It’s the difficulty of falling 
asleep, and the problem that fell in the past and when I was a soldier has 
been falling for many years.” 

Su Xi frowned, “Have you seen a doctor?” 

“Looked, it’s useless.” 

Su Xi looked at the flickering fireworks in his hand, “Then don’t smoke, it will 
be worse for sleep.” 

In fact, she rarely sees him smoking, probably smoking when he can’t sleep. 

The man smiled back, his face was clearly contoured in the dark, and his 
handsomeness was amazing, “I don’t even let me smoke, and there is no one 
to accompany me at night.” 

Su Xi’s heart was shocked, and some unknown emotions surged up, making 
her throat a little dry. 

She was silent for a moment, looked at his handsome smoking posture, and 
asked, “Can I take a sip?” 

Ling Jiuze looked at her puzzled. 

Su Xi smiled lightly, “I’ve always been curious about what it tastes like. 

Ling Jiuze let out a low laugh, changed a hand to pinch the cigarette, and put 
it to her lips. 

Su Xifan’s lips opened, imitating his posture and taking a sip, the smoke 
choked into her throat, and she immediately turned her head and coughed. 

Ling Jiuze took the cigarette back and laughed in a low voice, “Just know what 
it tastes like, don’t try it in the future.” 

Su Xi’s coughing eyes were red, and he nodded with tears. 



Ling Jiuze stared at a drop of water at the end of her eyes, and raised his 
hand to sip it for her, “Well!” 

Su Xi looked at the man’s bottomless eyes, seemed to be spoiled, seemed to 
be affectionate, and couldn’t help but move slightly, and turned his head away 
with a low cough. 

Knowing that it is an illusion, so it is more necessary to be calm. 

Ling Jiuze extinguished the cigarette and asked, “Is your grandfather well?” 

Su Xi lazily leaned against the iron fence and looked at Jiang Cheng in the 
night, “It’s just the wind chill, it’s long been fine.” 

Ling Jiuze hooked his lips, “It’s really a lie to a child.” 

Su Xi frowned disapprovingly, “How can it be said that it is a lie, this is a white 
lie.” ” 
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The sweet pursuit Chapter 78-“Hmm!” Ling Jiuze smiled, “You said that 
kindness is goodwill. 

Su Xi was embarrassed for a moment and did not speak. 

After a moment of silence, Su Xi turned his head and asked, “Are you 
hungry?” Neither 

of them had dinner. 

Ling Jiuze asked, “What is there to eat?” 

Su Xi thought for a while, “I’ll go cook a noodles, this is faster.” Ling 

Jiuze lifted his thin lips slightly, “Good!” 

“Wait!” 

Su Xi said and turned to walk towards the kitchen. 

Ling Jiuze took another cigarette point, leaned against the wooden railing, 
slowly inhaled into his lungs, thought of the Fangcai girl choked by the smoke, 



a little want to laugh, looked back, saw the kitchen light on, faintly visible the 
girl’s busy figure. 

He stood in the dark, looking at the kitchen with its lights and pyrotechnics, 
and a strange feeling slipped through his heart. 

Twenty minutes later, the two sat opposite each other across a dining table, 
each with a bowl of noodles in front of them. 

It is a simple yangchun noodle with a poached egg in each bowl. 

“Eat!” Su Xi picked up the chopsticks and ate a little noodles first, revealing a 
satisfied expression. 

Ling Jiuze smelled something pasty just now, so he didn’t dare to take a bite 
for a while, seeing the aroma she was eating, and then began to move his 
chopsticks. 

After eating a bite of noodles, the man paused, his expression was a little 
complicated, and he took a piece of paper to spit out the contents of his 
mouth, it was an egg skin. 

He wanted to say something, but Su Xi on the other side seemed to be hungry 
and ate very attentively, so he didn’t speak, lowered his head and continued 
to eat the noodles in the bowl. 

Su Xi quickly finished his bowl of noodles and sat there waiting for Ling Jiuze. 

Ling Jiuze drank the last mouthful of soup, put down his chopsticks, and 
listened to Su Xi ask, “How does it taste?” 

“Okay.” The man took the paper and wiped his mouth slowly, and then slowly 
laughed, “A bowl of noodles is so unpalatable, it also takes talent.” 

Su Xi showed a shocked expression, “Is it hard to eat?” 

Ling Jiuze didn’t answer the rhetorical question, “You usually eat these?” No 
wonder it’s so thin. 

Su Xi was not convinced, “I have been thin since I was a child, and it has 
nothing to do with what I eat.” 



Ling Jiuze thought for a while and said, “In the future, I will ask the part-time 
worker to come to clean later, and by the way, I will make dinner for you.” 

Su Xi immediately shook his head, “No, I don’t eat at home every day.” 
Besides, I still want to practice cooking again, practice makes perfect, it’s not 
difficult. 

Ling Jiuze chuckled, “Okay then, I wish you success.” 

“Thank you, I’ll make it for you when I’ve learned well.” Su Xi said with a smile. 

Ling Jiuze, “…” 

He hoped that there would be no such opportunity again. 

Seeing that he was not sleepy, Su Xi suggested, “Do you want to watch a 
movie together?” 

Ling Jiuze nodded, “Yes.” 

Su Xi got up and put away the dishes and chopsticks, “Wait for me.” 

Ling Jiuze took the bowl in her hand, “I’ll clean up, you go find the movie.” 
“Okay 

.” Su Xi smiled, turned around and walked to the living room, took two steps to 
turn around, and saw that Ling Jiuze was walking towards the kitchen with 
dishes and chopsticks, he was tall, his temperament was cold and noble, and 
he really didn’t look like a person who could wash dishes. 

And the current situation is also a little strange. 

Su Xi hooked his lips slightly, looking for a movie to watch on his mobile 
phone. 

Ling Jiuze washed the dishes, went back to the room to change a dress, and 
when he returned to the living room, the movie had just begun. 

There was no light on in the living room, only the light from the TV, flashing 
brightly and darkly. 

Sitting on the sofa, watching the beginning of the movie, the man frowned 
slightly, and asked with some immortality, “What movie?” 



Su Xi looked at the TV, and there was a little excitement in his eyes, “Horror 
movie.” The 

man leaned back against the sofa and turned to look at her, “Show a horror 
movie to a sleepless person, are you sure it is suitable?” ” 
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The sweet pursuit Chapter 79-Su Xi turned his head, “Are you afraid? 

Ling Jiuze looked serious, “Of course not. 

“Then there is no inappropriateness, and horror movies can also help me 
sleep, and I sleep soundly every time I watch it.” Su Xi sat cross-kneeled on 
the sofa, took a pack of snacks, and watched with relish. 

Ten minutes later, Ling Jiuze suddenly got up, “I suddenly feel sleepy, go to 
sleep first, see for yourself.” 

Su Xi came back to his senses in the plot of the movie and quickly laughed, 
“Look what I said is right, horror movies can help sleep.” Ling 

Jiuze stood in the dark light, with an unclear expression on his face, ignored 
her, turned and strode towards his bedroom. 

Su Xi himself saw that it was almost three o’clock, went back to the room to 
brush his teeth and lay down on the bed, quickly fell asleep, and slept until 
dawn. 

When she opened the door and went out, Ling Jiuze was setting breakfast, 
which was still delivered by the hotel. 

Hearing the sound of the door opening, Ling Jiuze turned around and saw Su 
Xi wearing white silk pajamas, her hair was soft and scattered around her 
ears, and her goose egg face with a little baby fat looked soft and harmless, 
completely like a child who did not know the world. 

Su Xi said good morning and said with a light smile, “I thought you had 
already gone out.” 

Ling Jiuze continued to arrange breakfast and said quietly, “Today and the 
weekend, there is nothing to do, I’ll take you back with me later.” 



Su Xi sat on the opposite side, took a small longbao and took a bite, and 
asked casually, “Did you sleep well last night?” 

Ling Jiuze raised his head, looked at her meaningfully, and bowed his head 
slightly, “It’s okay.” 

Su Xi smiled, “Then when you can’t sleep later, I’ll accompany you to watch 
horror movies.” Ling 

Jiuze took a sip of porridge, suddenly a little difficult to swallow, raised his 
head and glanced at her, saw the sincerity of her smile, and didn’t say 
anything else for a while. 

After eating, Ling Jiuze drove and took her back to Ling’s house. 

As soon as he entered the yard, David, who was playing on the grass, saw 
Ling Jiuze and immediately got up and flew over. 

Su Xi’s face changed suddenly, and he dodged behind Ling Jiuze and 
grabbed his clothes tightly. 

Ling Jiuze wanted to turn around and ask her, if David stayed by her bed in 
the middle of the night, could she fall asleep? 

Watching horror movies to cure insomnia, what does she think? 

He squatted down, touched David’s head, turned back to the housekeeper 
Uncle Fu, and said, “Take Miss Su in.” 

“Yes!” The old housekeeper looked at Su Xi, gentle and kind, “Miss Su, please 
follow me.” 

Su Xi immediately followed the old housekeeper to the villa, until she entered 
the door, her heart was still pounding, but suddenly, she was a little happy. 

…… 

Two days later, at noon, when Su Xi and Cheng Yiyi were eating out, they 
received a call from Su Qinghao. 

Su Qinghao was a little anxious, “Sister Xi, can you do me a favor?” 



Since that family gathering, Su Xi, Ling Yihang, and Su Qinghao have often 
played games together and have become tacit teammates. 

Of course, Ling Yihang did not know the relationship between the two, 
thinking that he was just a friend in the game world. 

Su Xi put down his chopsticks and said with a warm smile, “What’s the matter, 
you said.” 

Su Qinghao was in the voice change period, and her voice was rough, “My 
sister wants to enter the Arctic design studio, saying that there are friends who 
know her inside and can give her the back door, during this time, my sister 
and my mother asked for a lot of money to dredge up the relationship, I 
suspect that person is lying to her!” 

Su Xi’s eyes narrowed slightly, “What’s that person’s name?” 

“It’s called Chang Bo.” 

Su Xi said, “Okay, I see, let me help you inquire if there is this person in the 
Arctic Design Room?” 

Su Qinghao immediately said, “Thank you, Sister Xi!” 

“You’re welcome.” 

Hung up the phone, Su Xi continued to eat noodles, Cheng Yi looked up one 
by one, “What’s the matter?” 

Su Xi concentrated on eating noodles and said quietly, “A little thing.” ” 
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The sweet pursuit Chapter 80- After class in the afternoon and returning to the 
imperial court, Su Xi called Qin Jun and asked directly, “Senior brother, is 
there someone named Chang Bo in the design room?” The 

design studio was originally founded by her and Qin Jun together, but later 
she wanted to go to school, so she handed everything over to Qin Jun, and 
usually rarely passed, if a new person came to the design studio, she really 
didn’t know. 



Qin Jun called the personnel director to ask before returning to Su Xi, “There 
is no such person.” 

Su Xi was amazed, “Okay, I see.” 

Qin Jun’s voice was faint, “It’s been busy lately? When you have time, go 
back to see Master together. 

Su Xi stirred the noodles in the pot with chopsticks, “I found a part-time job on 
the weekend, it’s almost summer vacation, and I’ll go over after the holiday.” 

“Hmm.” 

After hanging up the phone, Su Xi called Su Qinghao and told him with 
certainty, “The Arctic is not called Changbo.” 

Su Qinghao said angrily, “I know that they have been deceived. 

“Well, tell your mom, stop the loss in time.” Su Xi said lightly. 

Here, Su Qinghao and Su Xi went downstairs after talking on the phone, and 
He Li was coming from the direction of the living room, raising his head and 
shouting to him, “Haohao, it’s time to eat.” 

Su Qinghao wanted to tell her about Chang Bo, and when he looked up, he 
saw that his sister was entering the door. 

“How did you come back so early today?” He Li asked. 

Su Shishi was a little absent-minded, “I came back when there was nothing to 
do in school.” 

“That’s just right, eat together.” 

Su Zhengshang was away from home for entertainment, and the mother and 
son sat in the restaurant to eat together. 

While eating, Su Shishi looked up at He Li, and stopped talking, and when the 
meal was almost finished, she spoke, “Mom, you, give me another hundred 
thousand yuan.” 

He Li looked up, “Why do you want money again?” Do you want to dot again? 



Su Shishi said impatiently, “Yes, Chang Bo said that their deputy director will 
agree, let me buy some more expensive gifts for him.” 

He Li frowned, “It’s been almost a million before and after, is it accurate?” 

Su Shishi immediately said, “Of course, even if it costs two million, some 
people want to enter the North Pole.” 

Su Qinghao suddenly spoke, “I asked, there is no Chang Bo in the Arctic 
Design Office at all, you have been deceived!” 

Su Shishi’s face suddenly became irritated, “What are you talking nonsense? 

He Li looked over and asked Su Qinghao, “Who are you asking?” 

Su Qinghao said truthfully, “I asked Sister Su Xi.” 

He Li’s face was stunned, “Su Xi of your second uncle’s family? 

“Yes!” 

Su Shishi let out a mocking laugh, “You ask her? She knows people from the 
Arctic? 

Su Qinghao just believed in Su Xi, “She said that no is no.” 

Su Shishi simply ignored him. 

He Li was also a little hesitant, “Is that Chang Bo a person from the North 
Pole?” 

Su Shishi said angrily, “Mom, do you believe Su Xi’s words? She only came 
out of the mountains four years ago, and now my second aunt has not allowed 
her to enter the house, not disclosing that she is the daughter of the Su family, 
she is a hillbilly in the mountains, do you believe her words? 

Su Qinghao clenched his fists and was angry, “You are not allowed to say this 
about Sister Xi!” 

Su Shishi raised her hand to twist his face, “She is your sister, who am I?” 
You little white-eyed wolf! 



“I’m for your own good, I’m not a white-eyed wolf!” Su Qinghao went to hit her 
hand, her eyes red. 

“Okay, how old are you all and still fighting together?” He Li scolded. 

Su Shishi lowered her hand and said coquettishly, “Mom, that Su Xi must be 
jealous of me, so she deliberately provoked trouble, she just can’t see our 
family well.” You think, if I enter the North Pole, our family will have face in 
front of grandparents, and you will not be crushed by the great aunt and their 
mother and daughter. ” 

 


